SECURITY BASELINES MADE EASY
TAKE THE STRUGGLE OUT OF AUTOMATING YOUR SECURITY BASELINES
Automating system security requirements can be difﬁcult and time-consuming. Save time and
improve security with a subscription to automation content from Lockdown Enterprise.
Lockdown Enterprise is a collection of Ansible content written by security experts for teams that want to
automate compliance to industry standards such as DISA STIG and CIS. Deploy it as needed in your bare
metal, virtual, cloud, or container environments.
Certiﬁed Automation from Experts
A Lockdown Enterprise subscription provides access to a
library of Ansible automation content for hardening
common operating systems, applications, and (coming
soon) network devices and clouds. Our expert security
engineers understand the intent of each baseline control,
and produce automation that can test, remediate, and
validate each requirement.

Decrease Costs and Increase Compliance
Using Lockdown Enterprise as your automation content
source reduces the time your teams spend on applying
important security baselines to systems—regardless of
lifecycle stage. Instead of automating controls, your
teams can use their time ensuring broader compliance to
security requirements, and other high-value tasks.

Comprehensive Coverage and Support
We all know you can’t just apply every baseline control
without unintended consequences. Lockdown Enterprise
content is structured so that it’s easy to customize which
controls are applied to each system, application, or
platform. Also included in your subscription is assistance
to generate appropriate mitigating or compensating
controls, along with our ever-growing library of expertly
selected mitigating automations.

“Lockdown has literally saved us over 2000
staff-hours a year in a single environment.”
-Education User

“This content revolutionized our security
baselining...”
-US Government

“Lockdown Enterprise delivers on the
promise of rapid and highly conﬁgurable
software baselining.”
-Major Software Vendor

No More System Counting
Our subscriptions are based on a unique platform (RHEL,
Windows, etc.) and baseline (STIG, CIS, etc.) combination..
Easy to justify, easy to purchase, easy to deploy.
Compliance made easy.

https://ansiblelockdown.io

For more information on easing your security baselining,
visit us at lockdownenterprise.com, or email
info@lockdownenterprise.com

